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Article
Multiscale Determinants of Delayed
Afterdepolarization Amplitude in Cardiac Tissue
Christopher Y. Ko,1 Michael B. Liu,1 Zhen Song,1 Zhilin Qu,1,2 and James N. Weiss1,3,*
1Division of Cardiology, Department of Medicine, UCLA Cardiovascular Research Laboratory, University of California, Los Angeles, California;
2Department of Biomathematics, David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles, California; and 3Department of
Physiology, David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles, California
ABSTRACT Spontaneous calcium (Ca) waves in cardiac myocytes underlie delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) that trigger
cardiac arrhythmias. How these subcellular/cellular events overcome source-sink factors in cardiac tissue to generate DADs of
sufficient amplitude to trigger action potentials is not fully understood. Here, we evaluate quantitatively how factors at the sub-
cellular scale (number of Ca wave initiation sites), cellular scale (sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca load), and tissue scale (syn-
chrony of Ca release in populations of myocytes) determine DAD features in cardiac tissue using a combined experimental and
computational modeling approach. Isolated patch-clamped rabbit ventricular myocytes loaded with Fluo-4 to image intracellular
Ca were rapidly paced during exposure to elevated extracellular Ca (2.7 mmol/L) and isoproterenol (0.25 mmol/L) to induce dia-
stolic Ca waves and subthreshold DADs. As the number of paced beats increased from 1 to 5, SR Ca content (assessed with
caffeine pulses) increased, the number of Ca wave initiation sites increased, integrated Ca transients and DADs became larger
and shorter in duration, and the latency period to the onset of Ca waves shortened with reduced variance. In silico analysis using
a computer model of ventricular tissue incorporating these experimental measurements revealed that whereas all of these fac-
tors promoted larger DADs with higher probability of generating triggered activity, the latency period variance and SR Ca load
had the greatest influences. Therefore, incorporating quantitative experimental data into tissue level simulations reveals that
increased intracellular Ca promotes DAD-mediated triggered activity in tissue predominantly by increasing both the synchrony
(decreasing latency variance) of Ca waves in nearby myocytes and SR Ca load, whereas the number of Ca wave initiation sites
per myocyte is less important.
INTRODUCTION
Delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) in cardiac tissue are
transient depolarizations of the diastolic membrane voltage
that can both trigger action potentials (APs) and generate a
vulnerable substrate for reentrant arrhythmias (1). They
constitute amajor arrhythmogenic mechanism in the settings
of heart failure, catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia, digitalis toxicity, and other conditions in which
intracellular calcium (Ca) cycling becomes unstable (2,3).
DADs are intimately linked to intracellular Ca waves origi-
nating from the subcellular Ca release unit (CRU) network
in cardiac myocytes. CRUs consist of L-type Ca channels
in the t-tubule membrane apposed to ryanodine receptors at
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) membrane. Under condi-
tions of Ca overload, groups of CRUs that spontaneously
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release SR Ca at one or more subcellular locations can
initiate Ca waves that propagate regeneratively throughout
the CRU network of the myocyte. The resulting increase in
cytoplasmic free Ca stimulates Ca-sensitive inward currents,
primarily the Na-Ca exchange current (INCX), which causes a
transient membrane depolarization. If the DAD is large
enough to reach the activation threshold for an AP, one or a
series of APs called ‘‘triggered activity’’ (TA) can be elicited
to initiate focal and/or reentrant arrhythmias (4–8).

The time course and amplitude of a DAD in an isolated
myocyte is shaped by two components: 1) the time course
and amplitude of the integrated whole-cell Ca transient
caused by the underlying Ca wave(s) and 2) the sensitivity
of the resting voltage to changes in intracellular Ca, the
so-called diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain (9). The second
component is determined by the difference between inward
current densities of INCX and other Ca-sensitive currents
promoting depolarization to outward current densities
opposing depolarization, primarily the inward rectifier po-
tassium (K) channel, IK1, in ventricular muscle and the
Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1949
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His-Purkinje system. The first component, on the other
hand, is more complex. At the subcellular scale, the location
and number of initiation sites of Ca waves is a key determi-
nant of the amplitude, rate-of-rise, and duration of the
whole-cell Ca transient. For example, a Ca wave originating
from the center of a myocyte will release SR Ca in half the
time of a Ca wave originating from one end of the cell
(assuming the same propagation speed), producing an inte-
grated whole-cell Ca transient with approximately twice the
amplitude, rate-of-rise, and half the width. In general, as the
number of initiation sites increases, the whole-cell Ca tran-
sient becomes larger in amplitude and shorter in duration. At
the cellular scale, increases in SR Ca content augment the
total amount of Ca released and wave propagation speed,
also causing a larger and shorter integrated whole-cell Ca
transient. Whereas these factors are clearly major determi-
nants of whether a DAD reaches sufficient amplitude to
trigger an AP in an isolated myocyte, at the tissue scale,
source-sink (loading) factors also come into play (10–13).
Because each ventricular myocyte is coupled through gap
junctions to an average of 11 other myocytes (14), a single
myocyte exhibiting a Ca wave will be voltage-clamped by
neighboring quiescent myocytes, attenuating the DAD
amplitude by more than an order of magnitude. Only
when a large number of myocytes in a region of tissue all
develop Ca waves quasi-synchronously within an overlap-
ping time window can the source-sink mismatch be over-
come to generate a DAD of appreciable magnitude in the
tissue (11–13,15,16). Thus, after rapid pacing in cardiac tis-
sue, the timing of Ca waves (i.e., the latency period, defined
as the time interval between the last paced Ca transient and
the onset of a spontaneous diastolic Ca wave) (16,17) in
populations of adjacent myocytes plays a key role. If the
latency periods have a large variance, the Ca waves in the
individual myocytes may not summate effectively to over-
come the source-sink mismatch and generate a DAD of
appreciable amplitude.

Although the subcellular, cellular, and tissue-scale factors
all contribute positively to the probability of a DAD trig-
gering an AP in tissue as intracellular Ca load increases,
the quantitative importance of each factor under experimen-
tally defined conditions has not, to the best of our knowl-
edge, been rigorously analyzed. Thus, the goal of this
study is to tackle this issue using a combined experimental
and computational approach. Accordingly, we induced Ca
waves and DADs by pacing isolated patch-clamped rabbit
ventricular myocytes and measured the number of Ca
wave initiation sites, SR Ca content, and latency to onset
of Ca waves as the pacing train duration increased. We
then incorporated these experimental data into simulated
cardiac tissue. Our findings provide for the first time, to
our knowledge, a quantitative analysis of the multiscale fac-
tors that increase the probability of a DAD generating TA in
cardiac tissue, including the effects of tissue dimensionality
and gap junction coupling.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ventricular myocyte isolation

Young adult (3–4 months of age) New Zealand white male rabbits (1.7–

2.0 kg) were euthanized by an intravenous injection of heparin sulfate

(1000 U) and sodium pentobarbital (100 mg/kg). Hearts were quickly

excised by thoracotomy and retrogradely perfused at 37�C in Langendorff

fashion with Ca-free Tyrode’s solution for 5–7 min followed by enzyme

digestion perfusion with Tyrode’s solution containing 0.05 mg/mL Liberase

TH (Roche, South San Francisco, CA) for 20–30 min at 25 mL/min. The

Tyrode’s solution contained the following (mmol/L): 136 NaCl, 5.4 KCl,

0.33 NaH2PO4, 1.0 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, and pH 7.4 with

KOH. Myocytes were separated from digested ventricles by gentle mechan-

ical dissociation in 0.2 mmol/L Ca Tyrode’s solution. Ca concentration was

gradually increased to 1.8 mmol/L over 30 min. Myocytes were used within

6–8 h. All procedures complied with UCLA Animal Research Committee

policies.
Patch-clamp recordings

Standard whole-cell patch-clamp methods were used to measure voltage

and current in the current-clamp or voltage-clamp mode, respectively,

modified slightly from previously described methods (18). Borosilicate

glass electrodes (tip resistance 1.4–2.2 MU) were filled with internal solu-

tion containing (in mmol/L) 110 K-Aspartate, 30 KCl, 5 NaCl, 10 HEPES,

5 MgATP, 5 creatine phosphate, 1 KH2PO4, and 0 EGTA, and pH 7.2

adjusted with KOH. Fluo-4 pentapotassium salt (10 mmol/L) (Life Technol-

ogies, Carlsbad, CA) and the reducing agent glutathione (10 mmol/L) were

added to the internal solution to visualize Ca fluorescence activity while

minimizing the effects of phototoxic damage. APs were elicited with square

current pulses of 2 ms duration and twice threshold amplitude. DADs were

evoked after rapid pacing trains of varying durations in the presence of

Tyrode’s solution with elevated Ca (2.7 mmol/L) and ISO (0.25 mmol/L).

Data were acquired with an Axopatch 200A patch-clamp amplifier and

Digidata 1200 acquisition board (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA)

driven by the software pCLAMP (Ver. 9.0; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale,

CA). Corrections were made for liquid junction potentials. Signals were

filtered at 1 kHz. All experiments were carried out at 37�C. All chemicals

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless indicated

otherwise.
Calcium imaging

Ca fluorescence in patch-clamped myocytes was imaged using an inverted

Diaphot microscope (60� objective; Nikon, Melville, NY) equipped with a

CCD-based Cascade 128þ camera (~100 frames/s, 128 � 128 pixels; Pho-

tometrics, Tucson, AZ) operating under the software Imaging Workbench

(Ver. 6.0; INDEC BioSystems, Santa Clara, CA). Pseudo line scan space-

time plot images were generated from the acquired video data using the

software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) (19).

Whole-cell Ca fluorescence traces were corrected for bleaching and then

normalized to the peak amplitude of the Ca transient of the first AP in

the AP train. Space-time plots were normalized in like manner per row

along the space-axis that exhibited fluorescence signals originating from

myocytes. Signals from nonmyocyte regions were set to 0 for clarity.
Rapid caffeine solution delivery

To measure SR Ca content, patch-clamped myocytes were rapidly super-

fused with Tyrode’s solution containing 10 mmol/L caffeine, 2.7 mmol/L

Ca, and 0.25 mmol/L ISO using a rapid solution exchange device (20) posi-

tioned near the myocyte under the control of the software pCLAMP

(Molecular Devices).
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Mathematical model of cardiac tissue and
simulations

Tissue simulations in one-dimensional (1D) cables (25 myocytes), two-

dimensional (2D) tissue (25 � 25 myocytes), and three-dimensional (3D)

tissue (25� 25� 25 myocytes) were carried out using the rabbit ventricular

AP cell model previously described in Mahajan et al. (21). The partial dif-

ferential equation governing voltage is:

vV

vt
¼ �Iion

�
Cm þ V$DVV; (1)

where V is the membrane voltage, Cm is the membrane capacitance

(1 mF/cm2), and D is the diffusion tensor. The diffusion term in Eq. 1 is
Dxv
2V=vx2 for 1D, Dxv

2V=vx2 þ Dyv
2V=vy2 for 2D, and Dxv

2V=vx2þ
Dyv

2V=vy2 þ Dzv
2V=vz2 for 3D. Equation 1 was discretized with a spatial

resolutionDx¼Dy¼Dz¼ 0.015 cm and integrated using an operator-split-

ting and time-adaptive algorithm with the time step (Dt) varying from 0.01

to 0.1 ms. Simulations were mainly done in isotropic tissue (i.e., Dx ¼ Dy ¼
Dz ¼ D) with a diffusion constant 0.000557 cm2/ms, unless otherwise indi-

cated. In some 2D simulations, Dx ¼ 0.25Dy was used to create 2:1 anisot-

ropy in conduction velocity. The numbers of nearest neighbors in 1D, 2D,

and 3D tissue were 2, 4, and 6, respectively.

DADs were generated by commanding an intracellular Ca transient using

a Gaussian-shaped function in time as follows:

½Ca�i ¼ A � e�ðt�t0Þ2
�
2s2 ; (2)

where A is the maximum amplitude of the transient, t0 sets the latency of the

DAD, and s controls the width of the Ca transient. To convert from
measured full width at half-maximum (FWHM) values to s, we used the

standard equation for a Gaussian distribution: s ¼ FWHM/2(2 ln 2)1/2.

Once an AP upstroke was detected, the Ca-clamp waveform was turned

off and Ca was allowed to run freely in the model. The amplitude, duration,

and latency periods of the Ca transient waveform were varied to simulate

the experimentally measured values. Assignment of latency periods to

different myocytes in tissue simulations was accomplished by a bootstrap

method, randomly selecting latency periods from the distribution of actual

experimental data points corresponding to low and high Ca load cases.

In the cell model, diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain (9) was changed by

altering the maximal conductance of the Na-Ca exchanger from its normal

control value ðGNCX ¼ 0:84mS=mFÞ in the UCLA rabbit ventricular model.

We refer to this control value as 1.0 and report the fold-change in GNCX

required for DAD to trigger an AP in tissue.GK1, the other major determinant

of the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain, was left at its control value

ðGK1 ¼ 0:30mS=mFÞ to avoid causing changes in restingmembrane potential.
Data analysis and statistics

Data are presented as medians and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The con-

ventional percentile bootstrap-resampling approach with 10,000 replica-

tions was used for estimating 95% CIs (22,23). All analyses were

performed by subroutines for bootstrapping developed in the Python pro-

gramming language (http://www.python.org), using the packages NumPy

(www.numpy.org) and SciPy (http://www.scipy.org), based on our previ-

ously published code (24).
RESULTS

Postpacing Ca waves and DADs in isolated
ventricular myocytes

Isolated patch-clamped rabbit ventricular myocytes were
exposed to elevated extracellular [Ca] ([Ca]o, 2.7 mmol/L)
and ISO (0.25 mmol/L) and paced for 1–5 beats at a cycle
length of 400 ms to load the myocyte incrementally with
intracellular Ca. After each pacing train, the myocyte was
left unstimulated for 5 s, during which intracellular Ca fluo-
rescence was imaged and membrane voltage recorded to
detect Ca waves and DADs, respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In this representative myocyte, a single pacing stim-
ulus (left-most column) elicited an AP and Ca transient, fol-
lowed by a barely perceptible DAD (top row) associated
with a small Ca transient after a long latency period (second
row). The Ca transient was caused by a Ca wave arising
from a site of origin near the middle of the cell (fourth
row, red dot) that propagated only partially through the
cell (third row). As the number of paced beats in the train
was increased from 2 to 5 (subsequent columns), DADs
due to Ca waves arose from multiple sites after the last
paced beat (indicated by the dashed vertical red line) in
each train. With longer pacing trains, Ca waves began to
appear during the pacing train (data not shown), compli-
cating the analysis of postpacing Ca waves. Therefore, pac-
ing trains longer than five beats were excluded from further
analysis.

The experimental data on DAD and Ca transient charac-
teristics including amplitude, duration (FWHM), and rate of
rise for 10 myocytes subjected to the same pacing train pro-
tocol in Fig. 1 are summarized in Fig. 2. Because the num-
ber of paced beats required to elicit a DAD varied from
myocyte to myocyte and even from trial to trial due to the
stochastic nature of spontaneous SR Ca release, the ex-
perimental DAD and Ca transient characteristics were
compared relative to the minimum number of paced beats
required to elicit the first postpacing DAD (ranging
from 1, as in Fig. 1, to 4). Hence, the horizontal axis label
‘‘þ0’’ refers to the minimum number of paced beats
required to elicit a DAD, ‘‘þ1’’ refers to the DAD elicited
by one additional paced beat over the minimum number,
‘‘þ2’’ refers to the DAD elicited by two additional paced
beats over the minimum, and so forth. The results (Fig. 2)
show that as the number of additional paced beats increased
and progressively loaded the SR Ca stores (see later), the
DAD amplitude increased, the duration shortened, and the
rate of rise increased (Fig. 2 B)—roughly in parallel with
the changes in integrated whole-cell Ca wave transients
(Fig. 2 A).

In four of the ten myocytes, the first DAD elicited by
the minimum number of paced beats (the ‘‘þ0’’ case in
Fig. 2) resulted from multiple Ca wave initiation sites,
instead of a single site as in Fig. 1. Therefore, we also
analyzed the DAD and Ca-transient characteristics accord-
ing to the number of Ca wave initiation sites underlying
the Ca transient and DAD. As shown in Fig. 3, as the num-
ber of Ca wave initiation sites increased, the resulting Ca
transient (Fig. 3 A) and DAD amplitude (Fig. 3 B)
increased, the duration shortened, and the rate of rise
increased.
Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1951
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FIGURE 1 Induction of Ca waves and DADs by rapid pacing in a representative isolated ventricular myocyte. Ca waves and corresponding DADs elicited

from rabbit ventricular myocytes (n ¼ 10) exposed to elevated [Ca]o (2.7 mmol/L) and ISO (0.25 mmol/L) after a pacing train from 1 to 5 beats at 400 ms

pacing cycle length are shown. (A and B) Here, we show voltage and Ca fluorescence traces illustrating postpacing DADs and Ca wave transients as the

number of paced beats was increased from 1 to 5. Dashed red line indicates the beginning of the last paced beat in a pacing train from which the latency

period to the onset of the first spontaneous Ca wave or DAD was measured. (C) Corresponding space-time plots of Ca fluorescence are shown. (D) Ca

wave initiation sites (red dots) corresponding to postpacing Ca waves are shown.

Ko et al.
Postpacing Ca transient and DAD latency period
distributions

The latency period, defined as the time interval from the last
pacing stimulus to the onset of the first postpacing Ca wave
or DAD, also shortened as the number of paced beats in the
train increased, as shown in Fig. 4 A. The variance of the
latency period also decreased significantly. Similarly,
when the data was analyzed according to the number of
Ca wave initiation sites (analogous to Fig. 3), both the
latency period and its variance decreased as the number of
Ca wave initiation sites increased (Fig. 4 B).
Postpacing intracellular Ca load

The changes in Ca transient and DAD amplitude, duration,
rate of rise, and latency period distributions observed in
1952 Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are related to progressive intracellular
Ca loading as the number of paced beats in the train
increased (16,17). For example, it is apparent from the
traces in Fig. 1 B that diastolic Ca fluorescence did not re-
turn fully to the baseline between paced beats, consistent
with the total intracellular Ca increasing with the number
of paced beats. To estimate quantitatively the increase in
SR Ca load as the number of paced beats increased, six
voltage-clamped myocytes were paced with an AP-clamp
waveform. After the last AP waveform in the train (ranging
from 1 to 5 beats), a caffeine pulse (10 mmol/L for 1 s) was
rapidly applied to release SR Ca, and the resulting inward
current due to Na-Ca exchange (4) was recorded simulta-
neously with the caffeine-induced Ca transient (Fig. 5 A).
The inward current (Fig. 5 B) was integrated from the onset
of caffeine exposure until return to the diastolic baseline to
estimate the charge movement related to Ca extrusion by
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FIGURE 2 Postpacing Ca wave transients and DAD properties in 10 isolated myocytes. (A and B) Ca wave transient (A) and DAD (B) amplitude, duration

(FWHM), and rate of rise versus the number of paced beats are shown (see text). Data from individual myocytes are shown in separate colors. Medians and

95% CIs of medians are indicated in black. Traces at top indicate how measurements were made (red lines).
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Na-Ca exchange. Fig. 5 C shows that the intracellular Ca
released by caffeine increased progressively with the num-
ber of paced beats in the train, from 0.00575 [0.00455,
0.01220] fmol/pF after a single paced beat to 0.01302
[0.01051, 0.01752] fmol/pF after five paced beats, a 2.3-
fold increase.
Incorporation of experimental Ca wave and DAD
characteristics into simulated 2D cardiac tissue

The experimental findings above demonstrate that as the
intracellular Ca load increased with longer pacing trains
(Fig. 5), postpacing Ca transients and DADs had higher
amplitude and a shorter duration with a faster rate of rise
(Figs. 1, 2, and 3), and occurred earlier with a narrower
latency period distribution (Fig. 4). To estimate quantita-
tively the degree to which each of these factors influences
DAD characteristics in tissue where source-sink effects
come into play (11), we simulated a 2D cardiac tissue
(25 � 25 myocytes) using a rabbit ventricular AP and Ca
cycling model (21). To generate DADs, the model (using
control parameter values) was equilibrated to pacing at a cy-
cle length of 400 ms, and one of two idealized intracellular
Ca transient waveforms was commanded for each cell at a
prespecified latency period to stimulate INCX and evoke a
DAD. For this purpose, the experimental data were catego-
rized into either a low or a high intracellular Ca load case
(Tables 1 and 2). For the low Ca load case, Ca transients
were modeled to have a long duration with FWHM of
293 ms corresponding to the pooled median duration after
one paced beat (Fig. 3 A), a low amplitude corresponding
to the relative amount of caffeine-induced SR Ca release
after one paced beat (Fig. 5), and broad latency distribution
bootstrapped from the pooled data after one paced beat
(Fig. 4 A, inset). For the high Ca load case, Ca transients
were modeled to have a short duration of 198 ms corre-
sponding to the pooled median duration after five paced
beats (Fig. 3 A), a high amplitude potentiated by a 2.3-
fold greater SR Ca content than the low Ca load case (based
on the relative increase in SR Ca load after five paced beats
in Fig. 5), and a narrow latency distribution bootstrapped
from the pooled data after five paced beats (Fig. 4 A, inset).
With these settings and the normal diastolic Ca-voltage
coupling gain in the UCLA rabbit ventricular model (see
Materials and Methods), the absolute [Ca] of Ca fluores-
cence waveform for the low Ca load case was set to produce
a peak DAD amplitude of 0.83 mV, corresponding to the
median value of the experimentally measured DAD ampli-
tude for the low Ca load case. When the corresponding Ca
waveform for the high Ca load case was converted to abso-
lute [Ca] by the same scaling factor, the DAD amplitude was
3.62 mV, very close to the experimentally observed DAD
Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1953
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FIGURE 3 Postpacing Ca wave transients and DAD properties in 10 isolated myocytes. (A and B) Ca wave transient (A) and DAD (B) amplitude, duration

(FWHM), and rate of rise versus the number of sites initiating the postpacing Ca wave are shown (see text). Data from individual myocytes are shown in

separate colors. Medians and 95% CIs of medians are indicated in black. Traces at top indicate how measurements were made (red lines).
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amplitudes for the high Ca load case (Fig. 3 B). This finding
validated that the model produced similar results to the
experimental measurements in real ventricular myocytes.
The median and 95% CIs for SR Ca loads and latency pe-
riods for the low and high Ca load conditions are listed in
Table 1.

To assess how the features of the Ca transient waveforms
and DADs in uncoupled single myocytes scale to the tissue
level in which source-sink relationships become important
(11), we implemented the idealized Ca transient waveforms
corresponding to the high and low Ca load cases into a vir-
tual tissue of 25 � 25 myocytes. The timing of the Ca tran-
sient waveform for each myocyte in the tissue was randomly
selected from the narrow latency distribution after five
paced beats in Table 1 for the high Ca load case, and from
the broad latency distribution after one paced beat in Table 1
for the low Ca load case. Due to voltage diffusion when
the myocytes were coupled, the resulting DADs in tissue
had a lower amplitude and broader duration than their single
myocyte counterparts (Fig. 6 A, right traces). For the high
Ca load case, DAD amplitude decreased by 16% from
3.58 to 2.99 mV, and the FWHM increased by 13% from
205 to 232 ms (Fig. 6 A, left traces). For the low Ca load
case, DAD amplitude in the tissue decreased by an average
of 72% from 0.82 to 0.23 mV, and the FWHM increased by
314% from 233 to 965 ms. The greater attenuation of DAD
1954 Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017
amplitude and rate of rise in the low Ca load case occurred
because the broad latency period distribution caused signif-
icant desynchronization of the Ca waves among myocytes in
the tissue, attenuating the peak and smearing the duration to
a greater extent than the high Ca load case with its narrower
latency distribution.

To assess the ability of DADs to elicit APs in tissue, we
scaled the amplitude of the high Ca load waveform to the
minimum required to produce a suprathreshold DAD in the
2D tissue at the control value of the diastolic Ca-voltage
coupling gain. The tissue simulations were repeated 50
times with a different randomly selected spatial distribution
of latency periods in each trial, using the narrow latency
distribution (Table 1; Fig. 4 A, inset). The Ca waveform
amplitude, which resulted in a triggered AP in at least 1
of the 50 trials, was defined as the threshold (Fig. 6 B, solid
green line; Table 2). This Ca waveform peaked at a sub-
membrane [Ca] of 1.45 mM, which caused a suprathreshold
DAD triggering an AP in a single uncoupled myocyte.
When the amplitude of the low Ca load waveform was
scaled by the same factor, the Ca waveform peaked at a
submembrane [Ca] of 0.426 mM, which resulted in a
subthreshold DAD of 14 mV in a single uncoupled myo-
cyte (which was attenuated in 2D tissue to 1.3 mV by
source-sink effects). We then asked the question, by what
factor did the normal maximal conductance of the Na-Ca
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FIGURE 4 Postpacing Ca wave transients and

DAD latency periods in 10 isolated myocytes.

(A) Latencies of Ca wave transients (above) and

DADs (below) versus the number of paced beats

corresponding to Fig. 2. Inset in upper panel shows

the histogram of latencies after one (blue) or five

(red) paced beats. (B) Here, same as (A), but as a

function of the number of sites initiating the post-

pacing Ca wave transient, corresponding to Fig. 3.

Data from individual myocytes are shown in sepa-

rate colors. Medians and 95% CIs of medians are

indicated in black. Trace at top indicates how mea-

surements were made (red lines).
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exchanger GNCX (corresponding to the normal control Ca-
voltage coupling gain) need to be multiplied for the low Ca
load DAD to reach the threshold to trigger an AP in any of
50 randomized trials in which DAD timing followed the
A

B

C

broad latency distribution (Table 1)? GNCX had to be
increased 11.2-fold to trigger an AP (Fig. 6 B, dashed
red trace; Table 2). Thus, in the low Ca load case, the com-
bination of low-amplitude, slow rate-of-rise, long-duration
FIGURE 5 SR Ca load versus number of paced

beats. (A and B) Rabbit ventricular myocytes

(n ¼ 6) were paced from 1 to 5 beats with an AP

waveform in the voltage-clamp mode. Five-hun-

dred milliseconds after the last AP, caffeine

(10 mmol/L) was rapidly superfused for 1 s to

release SR Ca. (A) Ca fluorescence and (B) mem-

brane currents were recorded after the last paced

AP. (C) Ca was extruded by Na-Ca exchange dur-

ing the caffeine pulse, then calculated from the in-

tegral of INCX during the caffeine-induced Ca

transient as a function of the number of paced

beats. Data from individual myocytes are shown

in separate colors. Medians and 95% CIs of me-

dians are indicated in black.

Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1955



TABLE 1 Properties of Ca Waves and DADs Associated with Low and High Ca Loads after One and Five Paced Beats, Respectively

Experimental CaT Properties

Median FWHM (mV)

(Median Number Calcium

Wave Initiation Sites) SR Ca Load (fmol/pF) Median DAD Amplitude (mV) Latency Period (ms)

Low Ca 293 (1) 0.0058 [0.0045, 0.0122] 0.83 [0.58, 0.97] 809 [529, 1076]

High Ca 198 (5) 0.0130 [0.0105, 0.0175] 3.56 [2.88, 4.04] 391 [370, 408]

Idealized CaT Properties FWHM (ms) Relative Ca Released DAD Amplitude (mV) Latency Period (ms)

Low Ca 293 1 0.83 809 [529, 1076]

High Ca 198 2.3 3.62 391 [370, 408]

Summary of experimental data in isolated rabbit myocytes (Experimental CaT Properties) from which properties of idealized Ca waves corresponding to low

Ca load and high Ca load cases (Idealized CaT Properties) were derived. For the low Ca load case, experimental data corresponds to Ca waves initiated after

one paced beat (in which Ca waves arose from a median of one site), with a low SR Ca load and the broad latency distribution after one paced beat, as shown

in Fig. 4 A (inset, blue histogram). For the high Ca load case, experimental data corresponds to Ca waves that were initiated after five paced beats (in which

Ca waves arose from a median of five sites), with a 2.3-fold higher SR Ca load and the narrow latency distribution after five beats, as shown in Fig. 4 A (inset,

red histogram). DAD amplitudes produced in the model were measured at an NCX multiplier value of 0.225. Values shown are the median and 95% CI.

Properties of Ca waves and DADs associated with low and high Ca loads after one and five paced beats, respectively. CaT: Ca transient.
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Ca waves (due to fewer Ca wave initiation sites and lower
SR Ca content) coupled with a wide latency period distri-
bution markedly suppressed the resulting DAD’s ability
to reach the threshold to trigger an AP in tissue, unless
the Ca-voltage coupling gain was markedly increased by
increasing GNCX 11.2-fold.
Determinants of the probability of a DAD
triggering an AP in tissue

We next addressed which of the above parameter differences
between the low and high Ca load cases (DAD amplitude/
duration, SR Ca content, or latency variance) had the great-
est influence on whether the DAD was able to reach the
threshold to trigger an AP. For this purpose, we constructed
hypothetical Ca transients possessing hybrid combinations
of the three factors from the low and high Ca load cases,
generating an additional six hypothetical Ca transients
with the properties listed in Table 2. For each case, we per-
formed 50 trials, each with a different randomly selected
spatial distribution of latency periods in the 2D tissue for
each Ca-voltage coupling gain value. Fig. 6 B shows that
among the three factors, the latency period distribution
(solid versus dashed lines) and the SR Ca load (blue versus
red, green versus cyan lines) had the largest and nearly
TABLE 2 Ca-voltage Coupling Gain Thresholds Required to Trigge

Simulated Combination CaT Duration Ca Load (high ¼ 2.3 � low)

Low Ca Load CaT Long Low

Hypothetical CaT No. 1 Short Low

Hypothetical CaT No. 2 Long Low

Hypothetical CaT No. 3 Long High

Hypothetical CaT No. 4 Short High

Hypothetical CaT No. 5 Short Low

Hypothetical CaT No. 6 Long High

High Ca Load CaT Short High

Based on the properties of the high and low Ca load cases summarized in Table 1

Ca transients with high or low Ca load, short or long duration, and narrow or b

voltage coupling gain) required to trigger an AP in a virtual 2D tissue of 25 �
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equivalent effects on the GNCX value (NCX multiplier)
required for the DAD to trigger an AP in tissue. For
example, whereas the large Ca load case produced a DAD
with the NCX multiplier value set at 1.0, hypothetical
case No. 4 in which the only change was to switch the
latency distribution from narrow to broad produced the
largest increase in the NCX multiplier to 2.8. Hypothetical
case No. 5, in which the only change was to decrease the
SR Ca content, caused a slightly lesser increase to 2.4. How-
ever, opposite results were obtained for the low Ca load case
in which an NCX multiplier of 11.7 was required to produce
a DAD. In this case, the greatest reduction in the NCX
multiplier (to 3.3) occurred in hypothetical case No. 3, in
which the SR Ca content was switched from low to high,
whereas hypothetical case No. 2, in which the latency distri-
bution was switched from broad to narrow, caused a slightly
lesser reduction to 3.8. In contrast, the FWHM of the Ca
transient duration reflecting the number of Ca wave initia-
tion sites (hypothetical cases Nos. 1 and 6) had milder ef-
fects that were accentuated when the Ca load was low
(cyan versus red lines) rather than high (green versus
blue). Based on this data, our results suggest that of the three
factors listed in Table 2, broadening the latency distribution
has the largest effect at suppressing DADs (i.e., by
increasing the NCX multiplier), whereas increasing the
r an AP for Different Ca Transient Waveform Properties

Latency Period Distribution NCX Multiplier for Triggered AP

Broad 11.2

Broad 7.2

Narrow 3.8

Broad 3.3

Broad 2.8

Narrow 2.4

Narrow 1.3

Narrow 1.0

, six additional hypothetical combinations were generated corresponding to

road latency distribution. The NCX multiplier (reflecting the diastolic Ca-

25 coupled myocytes is listed for each case.
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FIGURE 6 DAD simulations in virtual 2D cardiac tissue. (A) Attenuation and prolongation of DADs when myocytes are diffusively coupled in simulated

2D cardiac tissue (25� 25 myocytes,D¼ 0.000557 cm2/ms) is shown. Traces show the cellular DADs corresponding to the low (upper) and high (lower) SR

Ca loads before (left) and after coupling (right). Timing of the cellular DADs in individual myocytes throughout the tissue was randomly selected from the

broad (upper) and narrow distributions (lower) in Table 1 and Fig. 4 A (inset). (B) Here we show maximum DAD amplitude in 2D tissue as a function of the

fold-change in maximal Na-Ca exchange conductance (NCXmultiplier), which alters the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain for different combinations of Ca

transient (CaT) (high load or low load), duration (short or long FWHM), and latency distributions (narrow or broad) corresponding to the high and low Ca

load cases in Tables 1 and 2. Sudden jumps in DAD amplitude indicate the thresholds for triggering an AP. (C) Here we show the effect of the latency dis-

tribution on the probability of a DAD reaching the threshold to trigger an AP. Using the Ca wave/DAD properties corresponding to the low Ca load case

(Tables 1 and 2) and a Gaussian distribution of latencies in the simulated 2D tissue (25 � 25 myocytes), the probability of a DAD triggering an AP in 50

trials for each NCX multiplier value is plotted, as the standard deviation of the latency period distribution is varied from 350 to 50 ms. TA: triggered activity.
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SR Ca content has the largest effect at triggering DADs
(i.e., by decreasing the NCX multiplier), with the cellular
Ca transient duration having much weaker effects.

The influence of the latency period variance on the
threshold value of GNCX required for a DAD to trigger an
AP in simulated 2D tissue is illustrated further in Fig. 6 C,
which plots the probability (50 trials) of a DAD triggering
an AP as Ca-voltage coupling gain was increased by
increasing GNCX. As the latency period variance was
decreased from 350 to 50 ms, the Ca-GNCX value required
for a DAD to trigger an AP decreased threefold.

The results in Fig. 6 were robust when the idealized low
and high Ca load cases were defined based on the number of
Ca release sites in place of the number of paced beats as in
Table 1. When the FWHM of the Ca transient and the SR Ca
content corresponding to the high and low Ca load cases
were determined from Ca transients initiated by 1 vs. 4 or
more sites, or for 1–2 vs. 3 or more sites, the results were
generally similar, except that as a single factor, the SR Ca
content had a slightly larger effect on the NCX multiplier
than the latency distribution for both suppressing and trig-
gering DADs. The FWHM of the Ca transient had mild ef-
fects in all cases. Results for both cases are shown in the
Supporting Material (Tables S1 and S2; Figs. S1 and S2),
and compared in Table S3 to the NCX multiplier values in
Table 2. Overall, we conclude that the latency distribution
and SR Ca load have roughly equivalent influences on the
DAD threshold, with the cellular Ca transient duration
(FWHM) playing a minor role.
Effects of tissue dimension and the diffusion
coefficient

The simulations in Fig. 6 represent 2D cardiac tissue with a
physiological diffusion coefficient (D ¼ 0.000557 cm2/ms)
representing normal gap junction coupling producing a phys-
iological conductionvelocity (52 cm/s). Because source-sink
relationships are influenced by tissue dimensionality and
diffusivity (11), we next investigated how these factors
affected the ability of DADs to trigger an AP in tissue.
Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1957
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Accordingly, the results in simulated 2D tissue (25 � 25
myocytes) were compared to a 1D cable (25 myocytes) and
a 3D slab (25 � 25 � 25 myocytes), using Ca wave tran-
sients/DADs corresponding to the high and lowCa load cases
in Table 1, as well as two of the hypothetical cases in Table 2.
Fig. 7 A shows that the NCX multiplier reflecting the Ca-
voltage coupling gain at which DADs triggered an AP was
significantly lower in the 1D cable when the latency distribu-
tion was broad, whereas the differences between 2D and 3D
tissue were small.

Next, we compared the effect of decreasing the diffusion
coefficient D (equivalent to reducing gap junction conduc-
tance). As shown in Fig. 7 B, reducing D by a factor of 4
to halve conduction velocity had almost negligible effects
on the NCX multiplier, reflecting the Ca-voltage gain
required for the DAD (using the low Ca load case) to trigger
an AP regardless of tissue dimension. Quantitatively similar
results were obtained when Dx only was lowered by a factor
of 4 to simulate anisotropic tissue in which the ratio of lon-
gitudinal to transverse conduction velocity was 2:1 (data not
shown), as occurs in normal ventricle. However, if D was
lowered by a factor of 100 to decrease conduction velocity
10-fold, the NCX multiplier decreased modestly from 6.8
to 3.6 in a 1D cable, 11.2 to 5.4 in 2D tissue, and 12.4 to
8 in 3D tissue.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we used a combined experimental and
modeling approach to analyze the quantitative contributions
of subcellular/cellular/tissue-scale factors to the probability
that a DAD in cardiac tissue can reach sufficient amplitude
to trigger an AP. The major known factors that we analyzed
include the following: 1) how quickly the SR Ca is released
in each myocyte (i.e., the location and number of sites at
which Ca waves are initiated), which defines the peak
amplitude and duration of the resulting whole-cell Ca tran-
A B

for normal and reduced diffusion coefficients of D ¼ 0.000557 cm2/ms, D/4

tenfold reductions in conduction velocity. DAD properties correspond to the low
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sient activating INCX and other Ca-sensitive inward currents
(the subcellular scale factor); 2) how much SR Ca is
released by each myocyte (i.e., the SR Ca load representing
the cellular scale factor); 3) how synchronously Ca waves in
adjacent myocytes release their SR Ca (i.e., the latency
period distribution) required to overcome the source-sink
mismatch (the tissue scale factor); and 4) how sensitive
the membrane voltage is to the increase in cytoplasmic
free Ca (the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain, another
cellular factor). Although all of these factors contribute to
the probability that a DAD will trigger an AP in tissue as
intracellular Ca load increases with pacing, the quantitative
importance of each factor under experimentally defined
conditions has not, to the best of our knowledge, been rigor-
ously analyzed until this study. Our major finding is that for
a given diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain, the most influen-
tial factors determining whether a DAD in tissue reaches the
threshold to trigger an AP are the latency period variance
determining the synchrony of cellular Ca waves in a region
of tissue and the SR Ca load, with the number of Ca release
sites producing a Ca wave playing a minor role. It has pre-
viously been shown in confocal imaging studies in intact rat
ventricular muscle that isolated Ca waves in individual
myocytes during slow pacing caused no detectable changes
in membrane potential due to the source-sink mismatch, and
only when the majority of myocytes developed Ca waves
synchronously did detectable DADs and TA result (15,16).
Here we show in simulated tissue that even when 100% of
the myocytes in the tissue develop Ca transients after a
paced beat, the synchronicity of Ca waves still remains a
predominant factor determining whether the DAD reaches
sufficient amplitude to trigger an AP. This conclusion agrees
with the recent simulation study examining the DAD
threshold for triggering an AP as SR load was progressively
increased in an anatomic rabbit ventricles model (13). How-
ever, in this model, SR Ca load, DAD peak amplitude, rate-
of-rise, duration, and latency all changed simultaneously, so
FIGURE 7 Effect of tissue dimension and diffu-

sion coefficient on the ability of a DAD to

trigger an AP. (A) The fold-change in maximal

Na-Ca exchange conductance (NCX multiplier),

which alters the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling

gain, required for a DAD to trigger an AP in 1D

(25 myocytes), 2D (25 � 25 myocytes), and 3D

(25 � 25 � 25 myocytes), is shown for four

combinations of DAD properties in Tables 1

and 2: short or long duration, high or low ampli-

tude, and narrow or broad latency distribution.

Dotted black line indicates the control value of

the NCX multiplier at which the high Ca-load

waveform produced a DAD with the minimum

required amplitude to produce a suprathreshold

DAD in 2D tissue. (B) Shown here are the values

of the NCX multiplier required for a DAD to

trigger an AP in simulated 1D, 2D, and 3D tissues

, and D/100, respectively, with the latter corresponding to twofold and

Ca-load case in Table 1.
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that the individual contributions of the subcellular, cellular,
and tissue factors were not analyzed. In our study we uti-
lized experimentally measured properties of Ca waves eli-
cited by pacing in rabbit ventricular myocytes to assure
that the DAD peak amplitude, rate-of-rise, duration, and la-
tency distributions as SR Ca load increased were physiolog-
ically realistic rather than purely model-generated. Thus, for
physiologically realistic Ca wave properties, our results
indicate that the tissue-scale source-sink factor and the
cellular scale SR Ca load factor are the most critical deter-
minants of DAD amplitude in cardiac tissue, with the sub-
cellular factor of Ca wave initiation sites determining the
duration and peak amplitude of Ca waves in individual my-
ocytes playing a less influential role. This was true for 1D,
2D, and 3D cardiac tissue, whether the diffusion coefficient
was normal or reduced (Fig. 7). It was also true whether the
high and low Ca load cases were determined from data
comparing the number of paced beats (Fig. 6) or the number
of Ca wave initiation sites (Supporting Material). The Ca-
voltage coupling gain required for a DAD to trigger an AP
was lower for 1D, but similar in 2D and 3D. Diffusion coef-
ficient (gap junction conductance) only had significant
effects when markedly reduced.
Biophysical mechanisms underlying Ca waves
and DAD features

The mechanisms by which an increased number of Ca wave
initiation sites and increased SR Ca load influence DAD
amplitude and duration are intuitively straightforward. If
whole-cell SR Ca content is released over a shorter time
period due to the fusion of multiple Ca waves, the peak
amplitude will increase and the duration will narrow propor-
tionately, generating a larger and narrower DAD. If more Ca
is released over the same time period due to a higher SR
content, the DAD peak amplitude will increase proportion-
ately without affecting DAD duration. However, a high SR
Ca load also usually accelerates Ca wave speed, in which
case the release time will be modestly shortened to cause
a narrower DAD. The mechanism underlying the Ca wave
latency period distribution, on the other hand, is more
controversial. Experimental evidence indicates that both
the refilling of SR Ca stores and the recovery of ryanodine
receptor refractoriness are complete well before the typical
onset of a Ca wave, requiring an additional time delay,
which has been called the ‘‘idle period’’ (17). Theoretical
analysis supported by experimental data predicts that the
idle period arises from criticality in the CRU network (25)
and reflects the time required for a random cluster of adja-
cent CRUs to all fire within the same time window, thereby
releasing enough Ca locally to exceed the minimal wave-
front curvature (Eikonal relationship) required for regenera-
tive propagation as a Ca wave. The time needed to form a
critical cluster as well as the critical cluster size becomes
smaller as SR Ca load and diastolic cytoplasmic Ca in-
creases, so that the mean time before an appropriately sized
cluster forms to initiate a Ca wave (the idle period) becomes
shorter with less variance. Thus, as the intracellular Ca load
increases, latency period distribution becomes narrower
with a shorter median onset time.
Limitations

Our model did not intrinsically generate Ca waves and
DADs. Instead, we used commanded Ca waveforms that
were specifically tailored to mimic experimentally obtained
traces. Thus, during the commanded Ca transient, INCX did
not feed back to affect the evolution of the Ca transient
itself. However, because our goal was to reproduce the Ca
transients and DADs measured directly from experiments,
this was a practical way to achieve the desired realistic Ca
transient waveform, reflecting the net effects of a highly
compartmentalized Ca cycling system in a real myocyte.
The fact that the commanded Ca waveforms for the high
and low Ca load cases produced corresponding DAD fea-
tures in the model that fell within experimentally measured
DAD amplitude and durations suggests that the approxima-
tion is reasonable. Similarly, when we altered the diastolic
Ca-voltage coupling gain in the tissue simulations by chang-
ing GNCX (Figs. 6 and 7), we made the alteration only from
the onset of the commanded Ca transient so as not to affect
the SR load independently of the experimentally defined
values.

Unfortunately, we could not directly analyze Ca loading
conditions producing suprathreshold DADs, because the
triggered AP interrupted the evolution of the Ca waves, pre-
cluding accurate measurement of the Ca transient and DAD
peak, width, and latency. To study suprathreshold DADs
capable of triggering an AP, we made the assumption that
the amplitude of the experimentally measured subthreshold
DADs could be scaled proportionately for the low and high
Ca load cases by increasing the Ca transient waveform
amplitude. This is an approximation because as the total
Ca load increases and the SR saturates, the differences be-
tween the low and high Ca load cases are likely to become
smaller. If the corresponding differences between low and
high Ca load DADs become smaller, however, this will
reduce the influence of the cellular DAD characteristics
(amplitude/duration) relative to the tissue DAD characteris-
tics (determined by the latency distribution) on the ability of
a DAD to trigger an AP in tissue.

We studied the characteristics of Ca waves and DADs
induced by a single condition, namely the combination of
ISO and modestly elevated [Ca]o, and it is possible that
other interventions may give different results. Cytoplasmic
dialysis of the Ca-buffering fluorescent dye Fluo-4 as well
as washout of other constituents could also have influenced
the Ca wave features. We deliberately studied DADs with
amplitudes that were below the threshold for eliciting an
AP so that we could characterize the full-time evolution
Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017 1959
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of Ca waves and DADs uninterrupted by APs. However,
further increasing ISO to 0.5 mmol/L and [Ca]o to
3.6 mmol/L consistently induced postpacing triggered activ-
ity (unpublished data).

Commanding DADs at the whole-cell level also does not
account for the synchronizing effects of membrane depolar-
ization on Ca wave onset in adjacent cells (26), effectively
making the latency distribution somewhat narrower
compared to that of isolated myocytes. We also did not
account for intracellular Ca diffusion from myocyte-to-
myocyte through gap junctions, which might have a cooper-
ative effect on the timing of Ca wave initiation in nearby
myocytes. Although Ca wave propagation from myocyte
to myocyte has been observed in myocyte pairs (27), it is
generally a slow process. Whether it would have much influ-
ence on latency periods in the range of 400 ms (Fig. 4) is un-
clear, but can be investigated in future simulation studies.
Finally, we simulated homogeneous tissue, in which all
the myocytes had identical cellular properties except for
the assigned latency period of the Ca transient, whereas
real cardiac myocytes and tissue are heterogeneous. Future
studies will be required to determine whether these cellular
and tissue heterogeneities have important effects.
CONCLUSIONS

Our findings indicate that among subcellular, cellular, and
tissue-scale factors known to influence DAD amplitude in
cardiac tissue, the latency period distribution of Ca waves
(the tissue-scale factor) and the SR Ca load (the cellular
scale factor) are quantitatively the most influential in deter-
mining whether a DAD reaches the threshold to elicit a
triggered AP. Thus, the narrowing of the latency period dis-
tribution as the intracellular Ca load increases during pacing
plays a major role in shaping the rate dependence of DAD
amplitude, coupling interval, and initiation of TA noted in
previous experimental studies (16,28). By desynchronizing
the timing of Ca waves in myocytes, the effect of a broad
latency distribution is to attenuate the tissue DAD amplitude
and prolong its duration in comparison to the DAD gener-
ated by the same Ca wave in an uncoupled myocyte. This
effect protects normally coupled 3D tissue from DAD-
induced TA.

A novel finding of our study, to our knowledge, is that
reducing the diffusion coefficient fourfold (either isotropi-
cally or anisotropically), corresponding to a twofold
decrease in conduction velocity, did not significantly affect
the Ca-voltage coupling gain required for a DAD to trigger
an AP (Fig. 7 B). Even when the diffusion coefficient was
decreased 100-fold (isotropically), corresponding to a 10-
fold reduction in conduction velocity, the effect was rela-
tively modest (<50%). Thus, gap junction remodeling
that uniformly or anisotropically reduces conduction veloc-
ity does not by itself markedly enhance the probability of
DAD-induced TA in tissue in which 100% of myocytes
1960 Biophysical Journal 112, 1949–1961, May 9, 2017
exhibit DADs. This is different from the case in which
myocytes exhibiting DADs are coupled to myocytes
without DADs, as in our previous simulation study (11).
In this case, reducing gap junction coupling dramatically
promoted TA by decreasing the current sink effect of the
myocytes without DADs. In our simulations, on the other
hand, 100% of myocytes in the tissue were commanded
to have Ca transients with resulting DADs, so that
source-sink mismatches resulted solely from local DAD
timing differences as determined by the latency distribu-
tion. This is the reason for the probabilistic occurrence of
triggered APs near the critical Ca-voltage coupling gain
in Fig. 6, i.e., not all spatially random distributions of
DADs caused a triggered AP because of local source-
sink effects.

Another interesting finding relates to the effects of tissue
dimensionality. Although the Ca-voltage coupling gain
required for a DAD to trigger an AP was only slightly lower
in 2D (with four nearest neighbors) than 3D tissue (with six
nearest neighbors), it was significantly reduced in 1D tissue
(with two nearest neighbors) (Fig. 7 B). This may be a factor
explaining the increased susceptibility of fibrotic tissue
to DAD-mediated TA, because fibrosis creates myocyte
strands acting functionally as quasi-1D cables embedded
in 2D or 3D tissue (29). Similarly, other factors being equal,
the Ca-voltage coupling gain required for a DAD to trigger
an AP would be lower in Purkinje fibers (also quasi-1D
cables) than in 3D myocardium. Once again, it should be
noted that in our simulations, we commanded Ca waves/
DADs to occur in 100% of myocytes. When only a region
of the tissue exhibits Ca waves/DADs, the effects of tissue
dimension on the threshold for TA are quantitatively much
larger (11,13). We cannot exclude that the small differences
in Ca-voltage coupling between 2D and 3D tissue (Fig. 7 A)
might have been larger had we used 11 nearest neighbors
for 3D tissue—the average number estimated experimen-
tally in real ventricular tissue (14)—instead of the computa-
tionally more convenient six nearest neighbors. Given that
previous simulations investigating the number of nearest
neighbors in relation to conduction velocity showed little ef-
fect unless the diffusion coefficient was markedly reduced
(30), we suspect that this may also be the case for the Ca-
voltage threshold required for a DAD to trigger an AP
(Fig. 7 A).

Finally, because real cardiac tissue is heterogeneous both
at the cellular and tissue levels, an important consequence of
the randomness of latency period distributions is that re-
gions with suprathreshold DADs and subthreshold DADs
may coexist in the same tissue. As shown in a recent study
(31), subthreshold DADs can locally reduce excitability by
inactivating the Na current, leading to conduction block and
initiation of reentry. Thus, the same DAD-mediated process
can produce both the trigger and vulnerable substrate (due to
dispersion of excitability) promoting initiation of reentry
and cardiac fibrillation.
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SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Two figures and three tables are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
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Table S1. Properties of Ca waves and DADs associated with low and high Ca loads 
CORRESPONDING TO 1 VERSUS 4+ Ca WAVE INITIATION SITES 
 

Experimental 
CaT Properties 

# Ca Waves 
Initiation 

Sites 

SR Ca load 
(fmol/pF) 

Median DAD 
Amplitude (mV) Latency Period 

(ms) 

Low Ca 1 0.0058 
[0.0045, 0.0122] 0.97 [0.82, 2.41] 545 [409, 728] 

High Ca 4-7 0.0130 
[0.0105, 0.0175] 2.79 [2.58, 3.53] 384 [358, 412] 

     
Idealized 

CaT Properties FWHM (ms) Relative Ca 
Released 

DAD Amplitude 
(mV) 

Latency Period 
(ms) 

Low Ca 274 1.0 0.82 545 [409, 728] 
High Ca 193 2.3 3.25 384 [358, 412] 

 
Summary of experimental data in isolated rabbit myocytes (Experimental CaT Properties) from 
which properties of idealized Ca waves corresponding to low Ca load and high Ca load cases 
(Idealized CaT Properties) were derived. For the low Ca load case, experimental data 
corresponds to Ca waves initiated from 1 site, with a low SR Ca load and broad latency 
distribution. For the high Ca load case, experimental data corresponds to Ca waves which were 
initiated from 4-7 sites, with a 2.3-fold higher SR Ca load and narrow latency distribution. The 
NCX Multiplier value for DAD amplitudes produced in the model was 0.205. Values shown are 
the median and 95% CI. (CaT: Ca transient). 
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Figure S1. DAD simulations in virtual 2D cardiac tissue. Maximum DAD amplitude in 2D 
tissue as a function of the fold-change in maximal Na-Ca exchange conductance (NCX 
Multiplier), which alters the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain for different combinations of Ca 
transient (CaT) amplitude (high or low), duration (short or long), and latency distributions 
(narrow or broad) corresponding to the high and low Ca load cases in Table S1. Sudden jumps in 
DAD amplitude indicate the thresholds for triggering an AP. Each data point represents the 
maximum DAD amplitude measured in 10 simulations. 
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Table S2. Properties of Ca waves and DADs associated with low and high Ca loads 
CORRESPONDING TO 1-2 VERSUS 3+ Ca WAVE INITIATION SITES 
 

Experimental 
CaT Properties 

# Ca Waves 
Initiation 

Sites 

SR Ca load 
(fmol/pF) 

Median DAD 
Amplitude (mV) Latency Period 

(ms) 

Low Ca 1-2 0.0070 
[0.0049, 0.0122] 2.41 [1.84, 3.23] 434 [394, 524] 

High Ca 3-7 0.0120 
[0.0105, 0.0141] 2.88 [2.58, 3.57] 387 [368, 414] 

     
Idealized 

CaT Properties FWHM (ms) Relative Ca 
Released 

DAD Amplitude 
(mV) 

Latency Period 
(ms) 

Low Ca 208 1.0 1.8 434 [394, 524] 
High Ca 188 1.7 3.45 387 [368, 414] 

 
Summary of experimental data in isolated rabbit myocytes (Experimental CaT Properties) from 
which properties of idealized Ca waves corresponding to low Ca load and high Ca load cases 
(Idealized CaT Properties) were derived. For the low Ca load case, experimental data 
corresponds to Ca waves initiated from 1 or 2 sites, with a low SR Ca load and broad latency 
distribution. For the high Ca load case, experimental data corresponds to Ca waves which were 
initiated from 3-7 sites, with a 1.7-fold higher SR Ca load and narrow latency distribution. The 
NCX Multiplier value for DAD amplitudes produced in the model was 0.210. Values shown are 
the median and 95% CI. (CaT: Ca transient). 
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Figure S2. DAD simulations in virtual 2D cardiac tissue. Maximum DAD amplitude in 2D 
tissue as a function of the fold-change in maximal Na-Ca exchange conductance (NCX 
Multiplier), which alters the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain for different combinations of Ca 
transient (CaT) amplitude (high or low), duration (short or long), and latency distributions 
(narrow or broad) corresponding to the high and low Ca load cases in Table S2. Sudden jumps in 
DAD amplitude indicate the thresholds for triggering an AP. Each data point represents the 
maximum DAD amplitude measured in 10 simulations. 
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Table S3. Ca-voltage coupling gain thresholds (NCX Multiplier) required to trigger an AP 
for different Ca transient waveform properties 
 
 

    NCX Multiplier for Triggered AP 

Simulated 
Combination 

CaT 
Duration 

Ca load 
 

Latency Period 
Distribution 

1 vs 5  
paced beats 

1 vs 4+ 
initiation 

sites 

1-2 vs 3+ 
initiation 

sites 
Low Ca Load CaT Long Low Broad 11.2 7.1 2.7 
Hypothetical CaT #1 Short Low Broad 7.2 4.7 2.6 
Hypothetical CaT #2 Long Low Narrow 3.8 3.6 1.7 
Hypothetical CaT #3 Long High Broad 3.3 2.3 1.6 
Hypothetical CaT #4 Short High Broad 2.8 1.9 1.5 
Hypothetical CaT #5 Short Low Narrow 2.4 2.4 1.6 
Hypothetical CaT #6 Long High Narrow 1.3 1.3 1.0 
High Ca Load CaT Short High Narrow 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 
Three different analysis methods (1 vs 5 paced beats, 1 vs 4+ Ca wave initiation sites, and 1-2 vs 
3+ initiation sites) based on the data summarized in Tables 1, S1 and S2 were used to construct 
idealized high and low Ca load cases (emboldened) and six additional hypothetical combinations 
corresponding to Ca transients (CaT) with high or low SR Ca load, short or long duration, and 
narrow or broad latency distribution. The NCX Multiplier (reflecting the diastolic Ca-voltage 
coupling gain required to trigger an AP in a virtual 2D tissue of 25x25 coupled myocytes) is 
listed for each case. Although the absolute values of the NCX Multiplier differed for the 3 
analysis methods, the latency distribution and SR Ca load had the largest and roughly equivalent 
effects (see text) on the NCX Multiplier, with the CaT duration exerting a smaller effect.    
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